Abstract-Emerging applications rely on wireless broadcast to disseminate time-critical information. For example, vehicular networks may exchange vehicle position and velocity information to enable safety applications. The number of nodes in onehop communication range in such networks can be very large, leading to congestion and undesirable levels of packet collisions. Earlier work has examined such broadcasting protocols primarily from a MAC perspective and focused on selective aspects such as packet error rate. In this work, we propose a more comprehensive metric, the average system information age, which captures the requirement of such applications to maintain current state information from all other nearby nodes. We show that information age is minimized at an optimal operating point that lies between the extremes of maximum throughput and minimum delay. Further, while age can be minimized by saturating the MAC and setting the CW size to its throughput-optimal value, the same cannot be achieved without changes in existing hardware. Also, via simulations we show that simple contention window size adaptations like increasing or decreasing the window size are unsuitable for reducing age. This motivates our design of an application-layer broadcast rate adaptation algorithm. It uses local decisions at nodes in the network to adapt their messaging rate to keep the system age to a minimum. Our simulations and experiments with 300 ORBIT nodes show that the algorithm effectively adapts the messaging rates and minimizes the system age.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a new class of emerging applications that require nodes to periodically share their time critical status information with nearby nodes. Perhaps the most prominent examples are found in vehicular networks, where each vehicle shares its position and other vehicle dynamics with nearby vehicles to improve on-road safety. Though these applications use broadcast as their dissemination mechanism, their QoS requirements are far more stringent [1] than the typical use case for broadcast, traditionally, beaconing for announcing presence or non-critical information. For many new applications broadcasting is the dominant form of messaging. In vehicular networks, an entire band of 10Mhz is reserved solely for safety applications that broadcast their messages [2] . Likely high node densities make it important to have broadcast congestion control mechanisms [3] so that the applications can achieve desirable performance.
Vehicular network clusters may be spread over hundreds of meters and have hundreds of participating vehicles. A vehicle's state must be received by other vehicles at a sufficiently high rate so that, at any given time, it is recent enough for use by their on-board safety applications. The large numbers of vehicles possible in vehicular network clusters create the potential for congestion, even when only periodic status messages are sent. Most earlier work has looked at metrics that capture only selected aspects of the problem, like packet error rate and clear channel assessment (e.g., [4] - [6] ). There is earlier work [7] - [9] that uses explicit feedback messages like the RTS/CTS exchange to detect congestion, and carry out PHY or source rate adaptation or TCP congestion control in wireless networks. In [10] , a satellite broadcasts to terminals to reduce rate on detection of congestion. More recent work [11] , perhaps the most directly related, provides control strategies in vehicular networks to maximize the average broadcast rate at which packets are received by a vehicle from its neighbors. The analysis assumes a saturated load (MAC always has a packet to transmit) and does not consider queuing delays. We are not aware of any work, however, that addresses the vehicular broadcast problem from a more comprehensive perspective, including queuing delays, delays from packet losses, and delays inherent in the selected application messaging rate.
In this paper, we use a system age metric to capture these issues. System information age ∆ is the average end-to-end (application-to-application) delay observed in any vehicle's state within a certain cluster of nodes. We first show that to minimize information age the source rate of status messages needs to be adapted to an optimal operating point, which changes with node density. We then show through simulations that this operating point cannot be achieved through MAC layer contention window adaptation in an 802.11 MAC. This motivates a broadcast source rate adaptation algorithm that operates above the MAC layer. Given the broadcast nature of the messaging, senders do not immediately receive feedback on sent messages. Instead they infer feedback from the status messages received from other nodes. Our proposed algorithm relies entirely on local calculation of the system age metric and node broadcast periods, based on these received packets.
In summary, our specific contributions include:
• Quantitatively showing that minimizing the system age cannot be achieved by maximizing throughput in a practical 802.11 system and that the minimum age at any given contention window (CW) size is achieved at an application messaging rate such that the offered load is much smaller than when saturated.
• Arguing that in systems with tail-drop FIFO queues rate control for broadcasts needs to be provided above the MAC layer. Vehicle v receives a generated state packet at the next instant marked by diamond shaped heads. An erroneous reception is marked by a cross. The age of u's information accumulates with time until it is reset to the time elapsed between state generation and reception (t1 and t2 in figure) . The average age ∆uv is given by the area under the curve normalized by the interval of observation.
• Via simulation we confirm the presence of a unique common period at which system age is minimized and propose a distributed algorithm that relies on local information alone to achieve the minimum. Simulations and also experiments with 300 ORBIT testbed nodes show the efficacy of the algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections II-B and III we show how the system age may be minimized and motivate rate control. The rate control algorithm is described and evaluated in Section IV. In Section V we discuss current limitations and how the proposed technique can complement others. In Section VI we describe the related works and conclude in Section VII. Next we define our system model.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND OBJECTIVE
We consider a network of vehicles that communicate with each other using an 802.11 based CSMA mechanism for channel access. Also, we assume that the clocks of all vehicles in the network are synchronized using, for example, GPS devices. Every vehicle executes an application that generates packets at a periodicity of T sec for broadcast. The packet contains the vehicle's state information, for example, location and velocity, and the time it was generated and also the period T (used by rate control). Let ∆ t uv be the age of the state information of vehicle u at vehicle v at time t. A vehicle always has its current information. Thus, ∆ t uu = 0. At vehicles {v = u}, the state information of u ages during the time between any two successfully received broadcasts from u. Also, the age of any received information is the time that elapses between its generation and successful reception (see Figure 1) . Over the time interval of interest T , let ∆ uv be the average age of u's information at v. Thus ∆ uv = (1/|T |) T ∆ t uv dt. Let V denote the network of vehicles and let N = |V |. We define system age ∆ as
where N = N (N − 1). The system objective is to minimize the system age ∆. 
A. Delays in an 802.11 MAC system
Here we summarize an 802.11 system and the delays experienced by packets in it. A more thorough summary can be found in [12] . Packets generated by the state broadcast application at a node arrive at its 802.11 link layer, where they are queued for transmission if the queue is not full, else they are dropped. Figure 2 shows the 802.11 link layer consisting of a FIFO queue of length m. Packets are transmitted over the wireless medium using the CSMA backoff mechanism, where in on receipt of a packet, if the channel is busy, the CSMA MAC at the node selects the number of slots to backoff (backoff counter) from a discrete uniform distribution over the interval [0, W0 − 1], where W0 is the contention window (CW) size. The broadcast nature of the packets implies that the receivers do not explicitly acknowledge having received a packet transmission. This precludes the use of an exponential backoff mechanism and the contention window size stays fixed at the chosen W0 for broadcast applications.
Let the length of an idle slot be σs (equal to a PHY layer slot, 13µs in the 802.11p standard). Since counter decrements take place only during idle slots, the average time a packet spends waiting is a function of the average slot length T , that is the average time that the MAC stays in a given state, described by the backoff stage and the value of the counter. Let a packet transmission/collision occupy an average of L slots (includes data payload, header and other delays like that of DIFS, SIFS and ACK (on unicast)). Thus T = p I σ +(1−p I )Lσ, where p I is the probability that the medium is idle (no transmissions).
Let the CSMA MAC have a packet ready for transmission (head of queue) with probability q. A larger q implies a higher message rate, smaller broadcast period T . When q = 1, we say that the MAC is in saturation, that is it always has a packet to transmit.
A broadcast packet at the head of the queue will wait an average of (W0 − 1)/2 slots before being transmitted, if the channel is busy, else it will begin transmission (we included DIFS in the average transmission time).
Let T s be the average service time for a packet generated by the application, that is the average time elapsed between a packet arrival into the queue and the end of its transmission. We have, T s = T w + T b + T x , where T w is the average time a packet spends in the queue before arriving at the head, T b is the average time spent by the packet at the head waiting for backoff to end, and T x is the sum of the propagation delay (negligible) and the transmission delay (size of the packet divided by the PHY layer rate (bps)). Further,
, where we assumed that the counter is selected independently of the slot size.
B. Information Age and Throughput
To put the concept of information age into perspective, let us consider how it relates to throughput and queuing delay for a simplified network containing a queue into which the application sends packets. The service time of a packet is T s , after which it is received. In our network, throughput can be increased by reducing the broadcast period T . Does increasing throughput minimize information age? Consider first a lightly loaded network, where the service time is well below the broadcast period, i.e., T s << T , and thus the queue is always empty when a new packet is generated (the waiting time T w = 0). In this case the average information age is ∆ = T s + T /2, where T s is negligible. Thus, it is clear that reducing T will lead to a lower information age.
The service time in general, however, is also dependent on T , since the network load affects queuing delays. This will become particularly noticeable when the network becomes more heavily loaded (smaller T ). In fact, classic networking theory based on M/M/1 models with infinite queues tells us that queuing delays rise sharply as throughput approaches its maximum [13] . Beyond a certain optimal operating point, these delays will substantially increase the service time T s and thereby increase the information age. Conversely, delay is minimized as the throughput approaches zero. However, this would make T , and hence the system age, very large. Thus, information age is minimized neither by solely maximizing throughput nor by solely minimizing packet delay. Instead information age reaches its minimum at an optimal operating point between these two extremes, akin to how the power of the network can be maximized in classic network theory.
Our system differs in a number of subtleties from this classic model. The interaction of MAC contention and queuing policies with finite queues with information age is more intricate. We will study this next through simulations.
III. MINIMIZING INFORMATION AGE IN A CSMA SYSTEM
Is there an effective MAC layer solution for minimizing information age in a CSMA system? Given our insight that information age is minimized at an optimal operating point where throughput is high and queuing delays are low, we now consider several MAC layer strategies in a CSMA system for reaching this operating point. In particular, we will investigate (i) whether the 802.11 contention mechanisms could provide congestion control necessary for minimizing information age and (ii) whether minimizing the queue size can effectively avoid the queuing delays, so that the problem of minimizing information age is reduced to maximizing throughput.
We investigate contention mechanisms because in a CSMA multiuser access system, the information age problem is further complicated by the effect of load on packet loss rates. Higher load also results in increased collisions during transmissions, which would lead to a higher information age. In fact, even throughput cannot be maximized by merely increasing source rate. Instead CSMA uses a contention window mechanism that seeks to achieve the optimal operating point. We will investigate whether similar mechanisms also minimize information age.
With respect to queuing, it is clear that smaller transmission queue sizes reduce queuing delay and therefore improve information age at higher load. In the class of status information sharing applications that this paper considers, there is actually little value in buffering outdated information for transmission. Can the queuing delays be avoided simply by configuring the MAC with small buffer/queue sizes? Or, would it be worth redesigning the hardware to eliminate queues for such status messages altogether.
Since the affect of these issues on information age is quite intricate, we resort to simulations to shed light on these questions.
A. Simulation Setup
We use the Network Simulator (version 2.33) 1 , with PHY layer extensions by Chen et al. [14] . The extensions provide an implementation of the 802.11a/p physical layer and handle capture and packet decoding criteria as in the standards. For our simulations we use the 802.11p standard, which has been proposed to support messaging between vehicles [2] . All simulations use a four lane network illustrated in Figure 3 . The placement of vehicles is chosen to simulate as high as possible wireless medium congestion levels for the two dimensional road network. The physical grid shape ensures that effects like capture seen in simulations are similar to those expected in real road networks. Mobility is not considered and we assume that over the few seconds that the rate control takes to converge (see Section IV-A) the wireless connectivity of the vehicles under consideration is more or less the same. The MAC in the simulator does not transmit any periodic management messages. Table I lists default values for various parameters used.
The application generates broadcast packets/messages at the configured periodicity plus a small random offset to ensure that packet generation at the different nodes is not synchronized. The packet is sent to the link layer of the ns-2 simulation stack. The minimum queue size supported is 1 packet. The queue will hold at least one packet when another one is awaiting completion of backoff and transmission (Packet 1 in Figure 2 ). In general, a queue size of k in ns-2 corresponds to m = When calculating the system delay in the simulations we average over discrete time instants. We calculate
, where T u (t i ) is at time t i , the time at which the state information of u last received by v was generated. The difference t i − T u (t i ) is the instantaneous age of u's information at v at t i . The number of time samples n is chosen large enough to sample age at a large enough rate. The system age is then obtained as in Equation (1).
To address the contention mechanism question, we consider different contention window sizes in our simulation. We know from Bianchi [12] that the system throughput of a saturated 802.11 based network can be maximized when the contention window size W0 is set to its optimal value W * , which depends on the number of nodes in the network. We will therefore conduct simulations with standard contention window sizes and with W * for our network. At a PHY rate of 6Mbps, an application payload size of 300bytes and overheads like packet headers and DIFS = 2 * σ+ SIFS, where σ is the PHY layer slot length [15] , we get W * = 3772 slots for N = 400 nodes. 2 Such an inordinately large contention window setting is not possible in current 802.11 implementations. We consider it here to understand whether it would be worth enabling in future implementations.
To address the queuing question, we will introduce a hypothetical system, which we will call the Latest state Out (LO) system, that eliminates queuing delays. Whenever a packet transmission opportunity arises, it fills the packet with the latest available state information. In other words, the age of information in the packet, if received successfully, is equal to its transmission time T x . We compare this system with standard FIFO tail-drop queuing system as used in 802.11 implementation we are aware of. We refer to this system in short as FIFO. Here, the state information in a packet is not updated after it is generated by the application and queued. We will investigate, however, whether the affect of queuing delays on system age can be virtually eliminated by using small queues.
B. Results
Strategies that can minimize system age for Latest Out and FIFO systems: Figure 4 shows system age ∆ as a function of the broadcast period T in a network of 400 cars. It compares a Latest Out (LO) system with a FIFO system for queue sizes of m = 2 and m = 4 and contention window sizes of 15, 500 and the Bianchi's throughput-optimal contention window size of 3772. Note that system age in a LO system does not depend on the queue size as in it the state is updated at the last moment. The results shows that the Latest Out system generally tends to achieve lower system age than the FIFO system, but a FIFO system with minimal queue size and wellchosen broadcast period can achieve a similarly low system age.
Also, in the Latest Out system, using the optimal contention window size of 3772 and small broadcasting periods leads to system age that is very close to the minimum achieved (≈ 0.15s) by any of the plotted configurations. This means that setting the contention window to its throughput-optimal value and saturating the MAC is a strategy to minimize system age when using Latest Out.
The above is clearly not true for a FIFO system, however. For large CW sizes of 500 and 3772, and small periods, a significantly greater system age is observed even for the smallest size FIFO, that is m = 2.
Also, as expected system age increases with queue size. Increasing the queue size by 2 to m = 4 increased the age for saturated loads by about twice.
Saturating the load under Latest Out, and setting the CW size to optimal, is equivalent to delivering the latest state information as fast as possible. For Latest Out, unlike FIFO, maximizing the throughput is equivalent to minimizing the system age.
Alternatively, the minimum system age may also be achieved at smaller CW sizes and large values of the period T . This holds true for both Latest Out and FIFO with queue size m = 2 systems and is seen in Figure 4 for CW sizes of 15 and 500 that achieve the minimum age at a period of 0.25s, for Latest Out and FIFO. Unlike the former strategy, this one requires adapting the period to minimize the system age.
Latest Out will require hardware changes to current 802.11 implementations. The hardware will need the ability to fill a packet with fresh state just before transmission. Also, support for the optimal contention window size for varied sized networks adds further complexity. This motivates designing a rate control mechanism, which, when using FIFO, can find the period that minimizes system age. For rest of the paper we assume a FIFO queue of size m = 2 and look at how the achieved system age can be minimized.
A contention window adaption based strategy for reducing age is unsuitable: The typical use case for an 802.11 system has been unicast applications, where a given packet generated by an application needs to be delivered. In dense networks, where there are a large number of users contending for the channel to transmit their packet, packet delivery rates can be improved by increasing the CW size, as it reduces the probability of collisions. In our application a given packet is not so important, because holding it for too long will only make it stale. Figure 5 shows why a strategy that changes the CW size in response to a congested channel is unsuitable to make ∆ smaller. At small periods T , increasing CW size from 15 to 500 or 15 to 50 reduces the age. However, increasing it from 50 to 100 makes it worse. CW sizes of 500 and 50 alleviate the collision probability significantly, such that they do better than 15 at the small T , but for their larger queuing delays. On the other hand CW size of 100 does not reduce the collisions enough and adds to the queuing delays seen at CW size 50. Finally, contrary to behavior at small T , at large T , larger CW sizes can make delay worse because of larger queue wait times. Note that the minimum age achievable at CW size of 3772 is 0.22s instead of the 0.15s for smaller CW sizes, where the minimums are at T far from saturation, at T = 0.3s and T = 0.25s respectively.
Age of information seen by all nodes is close to the optimal (fairness): In Figure 5 , for CW size of 15 and 3772, for each T we plot a bar the end points of which denote the minimum and the maximum ∆ uv (age of u's information at v) calculated over all nodes in the network. As T reduces, the length of the bar increases significantly for CW size 15. This is a result of physical layer capture, which allows larger rates of packet delivery between close by nodes than those that are farther apart. For the large CW size of 3772, collisions are less probable and the benefits of capture are very limited. However, the unfairness is negligible even for the small CW size at and around the period at which the system delay is minimized (0.25s for size 15 and 0.3s for size 3772). The observation holds true for similar sized networks and implies that when operating at the period corresponding to the minimum age, links between all node pairs u and v can achieve an age close to minimum system age ∆.
In what follows, all our evaluation will be for a CW size of 15, which is proposed for use in the 802.11p MAC and is the default for broadcast applications in WiFi standards like 802.11a/b/g, and a queue size of m = 2.
The existence of a unique period that minimizes system age, Latest Out being impractical, and the lack of a simple CW based adaption strategy as shown earlier, motivates application layer rate control: In Figure 6 we plot for networks of size 50, 100, 200, 400, CW size of W0 = 15, and m = 2, the system age ∆ with the message period T set the same at all nodes. As is seen in the figure and also Figures 4 and 5 (different queue and CW sizes), ∆ is minimized at a period, typically, to the right of where saturation occurs for larger CW sizes, and to the left of periods that leave the wireless medium very lightly loaded. The existence of a minimum motivates designing of a rate control algorithm that can achieve it in a distributed manner. Intuitively, a minimum must exist at a period larger or equal to the one that saturates the load offered to the CSMA MAC.
IV. RATE CONTROL ALGORITHM
We require an algorithm that runs on a node and continuously adapts its broadcast period to minimize the system age of the network. Our proposed algorithm is invoked locally and asynchronously at each node, once every pre-defined interval, and uses the node's local estimate of the system age to either increase or decrease its broadcast period. The chosen action is the same as the one chosen during its last invocation if the current estimate of system age is less than the last one. Conversely, if the system age increases, the action is reversed.
We now describe the details of how local estimates are calculated, the implementation and evaluation of the algorithm. Assume that a node v's broadcast contains its state information, the time the information was generated and the broadcast period T v set at the node's application.
Lack of global information:
The exact calculation of system age, given in Equation (1), requires knowledge of ∆ ij
Algorithm 1 Update Broadcast Period at Node v.
Require: Tv (broadcast period at node v), TR (average of periods calculated at node),∆v (current estimate of system age at v), ∆ − v (past estimate of system age at v), Λ (action), β (factor), δs (maximum allowed broadcast period spread). Ensure: Updated value of Tv, the period at node v. end if 10: if (Λ == INCR) then
11:
Tv = βTv.
12:
Tv = Tv/β.
14:
end if 15: end if 16: return Tv for all vehicles pairs in the network. A given vehicle v can, however, only estimate a subset of the terms ∆ ij , where j = v, based on the broadcasts it receives from the other vehicles. Let
where N is number of nodes in the network, and let∆ v be the estimate of ∆ v calculated by v at the end of a Measurement Interval (interval for short). Let R be the set of nodes v receives packets from during the measurement interval. The node uses the broadcasts it receives during the interval to calculate∆ v = (1/|R|) i∈R∆ iv , where∆ iv is the average age of i's information at v calculated over the interval, as described in Section II.
All information and estimates calculated are discarded at the end of an interval. Node v also calculates the average T R of the broadcast periods of nodes in R received in the nodes' broadcasts. The intervals need not be synchronized across the nodes in the network. We now describe the algorithm's actions.
Keeping the spread of broadcast periods chosen at nodes limited: The spread at a node v is given by | T R − T v |. If the spread is greater than δ s , the node's period is set to T R . If the spreads 3 are not limited, the system age is seen in simulations to converge to a value other than its minimum. Note that the existence of a unique minimum system age was assuming a common broadcast period for all nodes in the network. It is not clear that the same will hold true when nodes are allowed to choose from a broad range of periods. Choosing a very small δ s , however, can be detrimental and lead to the algorithm at a node setting its period T v = T R at the end of every interval, halting descent towards the minimum.
Increase period blindly, if medium congested: If the algorithm determines that∆ v > 2 T R , it assumes that the 3 We used a δs of 1/2( T R ) for T R < 0.1 and 0.05 for larger T R in experiments and simulations. medium is congested 4 and increases the period irrespective of the result of the action taken at the end of the previous interval. The motivation behind the step is that if the age is greater than twice the period then the age must be achievable at a much larger period. Remember that if the medium is not congested, say if T s ≪ T (see Section II-B), then the average achievable age is ≈ T /2.
Approaching the minimum, choosing the descent direction: A node invokes Algorithm 1 at the end of its current interval. Let∆ − v be the estimate of ∆ v calculated in the previous interval. The algorithm needs to decide whether the current period T v must be increased (action Λ = INCR) or decreased (Λ = DECR), given∆ − v ,∆ v and the action it had taken at the end of the previous interval. The choice the algorithm makes over successive intervals must take the system age ∆ closer to its minimum value.
The algorithm, however, has no knowledge of whether, for the given network, the minimum is approached by increasing or decreasing the current T v . Based on its local information it repeats the action at the end of the previous interval if∆ v < ∆ − v , else it performs the opposite, that is increase the period if it had earlier been decreased and vice-versa. The factor β > 1 by which the period must be increased or decreased is an input parameter and, as we will show later, its selection is a trade-off between speed and accuracy of convergence.
A. Algorithm Evaluation
We show the effect of the parameters β and length of the interval on the algorithm's performance, followed by an evaluation of the algorithm using a large number of simulations, and experiments on the ORBIT grid. The average system agê ∆ = (1/N ) Effect of β: In Figure 7 the length of interval is set to 2s and 400 nodes start broadcasting with a period of 0.03s (medium is very congested). For β = 1.2, the algorithm achieves system age∆ < 0.2s (top sub-plot) within 20s. The minimum achievable, see Figure 6 , is 0.17s. However, ∆ sees large fluctuations as time progresses. The bottom subplot shows T , and is also more jagged as a result of different nodes v selecting more varied periods than when β is smaller. For the setting of β = 1.1,∆ v crosses 0.2s at about 40s and stays smooth and below for most of the 200s of the simulation. Note that in 40s, T goes from 0.03 to 0.2, which is an order of magnitude larger. Convergence time for larger start periods, shown later, is much smaller. The value of β = 1.05 takes much longer than 40s but is not much better than β = 1.1 in following the minimum age. We find that in general β = 1.1 has desirable convergence performance.
Effect of length of interval:
In Figure 8 , we look at interval lengths of 2, 5, 10sec for β = 1.2. The 400 nodes start broadcasting with an initial period of 0.01s. From the plot we see that the initial estimated ∆ for an interval length of 2s, is ≈ 0.3s instead of the 0.5s obtained for interval lengths of 5s and 10s. The difference in averages is because for the smaller interval, a node v does not receive sufficient packets from other nodes to accurately calculate their local estimate∆ v . In general the interval length may need increasing to obtain accurate estimates in larger networks for a given period T , or for smaller T in a given network. The inaccurate estimates can lead to nodes choosing different Λ v , leading to different selected periods T v and less smooth convergence. Note the jagged nature of the curves corresponding to an interval length of 2s. A smaller interval will get the network closer to the optimal age faster, however. In the figure, for the interval of 2s,∆ first goes below 0.2s at about 20s into the experiment. It takes > 100s for the interval of 10s.
Note that forcing a node v to increase its period (see Algorithm 1) whenever∆ v > 2 T R (the smooth descent in ∆ for time < 30s and interval length of 2s in plot), makes the algorithm more robust to such averaging related errors and takes the system closer to the minimum age quickly. This is because as long as the nodes satisfy the condition the exact value of∆ v at v is unimportant.
Quality of convergence: We ran the rate control algorithm with start periods selected randomly over the range of (0.03, 0.5)s for a network of 400 cars. A total of 124 simulations were run, out of which about 100 had a common initial period set at each vehicle, while for the remaining each vehicle randomly and independently selected a start period, at the beginning of simulation, from the interval above. For β = 1.1 and interval of 2s, the median time it took for∆ to go below 0.2sec was 4s, the mean was about 8s. From that instant to the end of simulation, a total of 200s long, 95% of the nodes observed 0.16 ≤∆ v ≤ 0.18, which is very close to the minimum achievable (0.17s) as seen in Figure 6 . Similar simulations for 200 node networks also saw good convergence.
B. Evaluation on the ORBIT testbed
The ORBIT grid [16] is a 400 node, 800 radio grid that hosts Atheros and Intel radios and allows for emulation of real world wireless network experiments. The 400 nodes occupy a 20m x 20m area and hence provide an excellent platform for testing network algorithms for high density networks.
Experiment setup on ORBIT: We evaluate our algorithm using 298 nodes, all containing the Atheros chipset AR5212 5 . The chipset supports the 802.11a standard, which though not the same as 802.11p, is suitable for evaluating our rate control algorithm as we are only interested in MAC broadcasting and CSMA aspects of 802.11a. We use the Atheros Linux Wireless driver ath5k 6 , which we modify to disable beaconing, reduce the buffer space (queue size) to the minimum possible, increase the maximum number of allowed STAs to 512 and set the CW size to a fixed value of 15. The default transmit power of the cards is about 20dBm and PHY layer rate is fixed at 6Mbps (default for broadcast), and so all the nodes are in communication range of each other. We set the frequency to 5.22Ghz. The grid is an environment of much greater node density than the road network we used for simulations and may lead to different capture and collision characteristics than those we observe in simulation. However, the change in system age with broadcast period was similar in character.
The state application is run as a UDP broadcast application and, for the results shown in Figure 9 , uses β = 1.1 and an interval of 5s. We used settings of β = 1.2, and intervals of 2 and 10s too. While an interval of 2s seemed too short for getting an average delay estimate on the grid (probably because of the high density of nodes), convergence was observed for the other settings. The Network Time Protocol is used to synchronize the clocks at the nodes.
Evaluation of results:
The dotted staircase at the top of Figure 9 plots the number of nodes, shown on the axis to the right, that were a part of the network at a given time. At the beginning, t = 0, we have 298 nodes, 63 of which (about 3 rows on the grid) are switched off at t = 250s. The nodes in the network are reduced every 300s. At t = 1520s only 50 nodes remain in the network. At t = 0 all nodes have their broadcast periodicities set to 0.05s.
The start period of 0.05s and 300 nodes leads to a large system age of ≈ 0.5s at the beginning of the experiment as shown in Figure 9 . The nodes, however, soon start descending to a smaller system age of ≈ 0.13s. After every instant at which cars leave the network, the remaining nodes converge to a smaller system age, at around which they stay till the next change in the network. The spikes in age that coincide with cars leaving the network are observed in the interval during which the cars leave. This is because, the remaining cars expect the cars that left to be a part of the network, but do not receive any packets from them. In the interval that follows fewer cars remain and the system age begins to descend. At the end of the experiment the 50 car network achieves an age of 0.02sec (close to optimal) in contrast to the 0.13s the 298 nodes at the beginning had converged to.
V. LIMITATIONS AND A FEW OBSERVATIONS
The system age metric assumes that all vehicles interested in each others' state know of each others presence. Even though different nodes may see different average information age from a given vehicle, the average system age estimated by them must be similar. This will be true if the nodes are in communication range of each other. However, this may not hold true in the presence of interference due to hidden nodes.
As a result, groups of nodes in the network may not decode messages from all nodes of interest, assume that the network is smaller than it is, estimate a smaller system age and converge to a smaller broadcast period. To avoid the same may require the nodes to add to their messages, less frequently than their state information, their neighborhood information, encoding the approximate region over which they hear nodes and the number of nodes they hear from the region. This way, even if nodes cannot decode from all nodes they want to listen to, they can know of the nodes' presence from other nodes' messages and account for them in their estimate of the system age.
On Power Control: Under large offered loads, power control can alleviate congestion by limiting the communication range of vehicles and hence the channel load. Limiting the range may disallow communication between vehicles interested in each others state. Rate control will reduce load by reducing messaging rates while allowing vehicles to communicate.
Rate control may operate in conjunction with a power control algorithm. In the absence of power control and a very large number of cars, the rate control algorithm will push the broadcast period at the nodes to close to a very large value, a highly undesirable scenario. Once the size of network is chosen, the rate control algorithm can then minimize the system age seen by nodes in the network.
Other congestion control strategies: TCP congestion control uses multiplicative decrease when a packet delivery fails and 802.11 multiplies its CW size by 2. The strategies are agnostic to network size and application requirements, however, and simply respond to packet errors. Packet error rate (PER) at a given broadcast period T is a function of number of nodes N in the network and any PER thresholds chosen to vary T would need to be a function of N . Also, one would need to know a priori the PER corresponding to minimum system age for all possible N . Same holds true vis-a-vis packet delay based thresholds.
VI. RELATED WORK
Controlling congestion in the DSRC channel used to convey vehicle-to-vehicle safety messages has been the subject of several papers in recent years [4] - [6] , [17] . The authors of [4] use transmit power as the primary control. The power is computed locally at each sender in an approximation of a global max-min fair allocation, based on the location of the other vehicles within the sender's range. Transmit power is also the principal means of controlling congestion in [5] . In that paper the control is a linear function, within minimum and maximum power constraints, of the channel load, as measured by the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) function defined in [18] . Message transmission opportunities are also chosen advisedly, using a concept that the same authors explore in more detail in [17] . In that paper the transmit events are chosen statistically as a function of CCA, perceived packet error ratio (PER), and vehicle dynamics, in an attempt to control a receiver's modeling error and to use the channel efficiently. In [6] a vehicle transmits safety messages at a rate that is adapted as a function of the local CCA and the CCA measured by neighboring vehicles. In [19] beaconing rate is adapted based on estimated channel capacity and message priority. The goal is delay sensitive distribution of traffic information to optimize routing of vehicles. In [20] the authors look at the effect of beaconing rates on channel load and the accuracy of the estimated position at beacon recipients. However, none of the above works use an average end-to-end application delay based metric.
In [11] the authors provide broadcast congestion control strategies in vehicular networks to maximize the average rate at which packets are received by a vehicle from its neighbors, assuming a Rayleigh faded channel. However, the analysis does not include queuing delays. In [21] the authors propose congestion control by prioritizing messages based on their deadline, in vehicular networks. In [22] , the authors propose prediction and efficient messaging to keep the number of transmitted messages in a vehicular network to a minimum. A protocol that improves broadcast reliability in 802.11 networks is proposed in [23] . The protocol uses the collision avoidance of 802.11 and RTS/CTS and NACK frames for reliable delivery of broadcasts.
Rate and congestion control has been studied extensively in ad-hoc and sensor networks. In [8] the authors propose a rate control algorithm for wireless sensor networks that uses knowledge of available capacity and allocates rates to flows so that they achieve a lexicographic max-min fair optimum. In [24] the nodes send back-pressure messages once they detect congestion so that the senders can throttle their sending rate. In [25] the authors propose contention window adaptation to enable the different flows in an ad-hoc network to achieve delay guarantees. They assume that there is enough capacity to support all flows, however.
A survey on the work on congestion control in the internet, which is dominated by TCP traffic, can be found in [26] . In [10] the authors propose congestion control for the Satellite MAC, where on detection on congestion the satellite broadcasts to ground terminals to reduce their rate.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We looked at the problem of congestion control in large wireless networks where nodes periodically broadcast timecritical information. Specifically:
• We introduced the system age metric to capture in an end-to-end manner the timeliness requirements of new applications that periodically broadcast their information.
• We show that, given limitations of current hardware, minimizing age cannot be achieved by maximizing throughput. This precludes the use of a saturated messaging load at the optimal contention window size, for a network to achieve the minimum age in a practical setting. Instead one wants to choose a small CW, a small queue size and a large T (larger than periods that lead to a saturated load).
• Changing CW sizes is used in CSMA networks to achieve better packet delivery, for example. We show that a simple CW adaptation that chooses to either increase or decrease CW size to reduce the system age is unsuitable.
• The above observations and the presence of a unique broadcast period at which system age is minimized motivated the design of an application layer rate control algorithm. The algorithm is fully distributed, uses the local estimate of the system age at each node. It achieves fast convergence, a median time of 4s over many simulations. It is shown not only to settle well around the system age, once achieved, for extended periods of time, but also has an ability to adapt quickly to changes in network size.
